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Our Contemporary Context 
pandemic 

lockdown 

elections 

protests 
violence 

fires 
climate change 

 hope? 
Regarding COVID-19,  

what is one thing that you are hopeful for? 



Our Course Context 
×  The science of the virus and the vaccine 

×  From my humanities colleagues: 
×  Understanding others and contexts on their own terms; 

plagues in history; colonialism; art; social determinants of 
health; rights vs. responsibilities; ethics 

×  Today: sneaking in with a bit of the global politics and 
systems of pandemic response 

×  Looking ahead: psychology of non-compliance, social 
media, the limits of historical analogies, theater and telling 
the story of the pandemic, and finally: restoring hope 

×  Connections 



Today 
What is the role of global cooperation, particularly through the 

World Health Organization (WHO), in responding to 
COVID-19? 

1.  Introduce concepts regarding global governance and 
cooperation; 

2.  Explain what the WHO is and its varied responses (and 
results) in response to COVID-19 and other disease 
outbreaks (i.e., the 2014 Ebola outbreak); and 

3.  Explore the possibilities and complications that arise 
through global cooperation in times of crisis, especially in 
the context of global inequalities.  



1. What is International Relations? 



The Rise of Liberalism 
×  Concerned with morality, rationality, human good 

×  Gains through search for international governance 

×  Post-World War I and II Institution Building 
×  League of Nations to the UN 
×  Collective Security: NATO 
×  Democratization 



Liberalism’s Key Claims 

1.  States act their best when 
there is morality and law in 
world governance 

2.  Use reason and rationality to 
help cooperation and achieve 
mutual goals, especially peace 









Recap: Liberalism 

×  States should seek absolute gains (can be mutual) 

×  Institutions (not just states – things beyond states) 
key to cooperation 
×  Cooperate for absolute (mutual) gains 
×  Biggest threat is non-compliance 
×  Institutions thus important 

×  Many Actors: International Organizations, 
International Law, Multinational Corporations, 
International NGOs, etc. 

 



2. How What When Why WHO? 
×  The World Health Organization, an agency of the United 

Nations, focused on International Health 
×  194 member states 

×  Partners with other initiatives, does research, provides 
support, monitors trends, sets norms 

×  In short: Information and Organization 

×  Budget: $4.4 Billion – $6.27 Billion 
×  20% dues, rest voluntary (often earmarked) 

×  Non-binding guidance 







WHO’s Record 







WHO’s Role during 
COVID-19 

×  Monitoring 

×  Guidance 

×  Providing Essential Supplies 

×  Participating in vaccine creation  
×  COVID-19 Vaccines Global Alliance, COVAX) 
×  Coronavirus Technology Access Pool 



3. Cooperating to Control COVID 





Cancel: Culture and COVID 
×  Controlling COVID-19 is not just a domestic task with 

national ideas about science, masking, freedom, etc., at play 
– it also depends on a global culture of cooperation 
×  Pandemics without borders….. 

×  US first? 
×  Gamble for the US to win vaccine race 
×  Compromises global distribution and risk management 

×  Global Inequality and Global Development 
×  Pandemic could push another half billion into poverty – more 

than half the world’s population impoverished 






